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Details of Visit:

Author: oldsoftie
Location 2: Chieveley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 8 Apr 2013 Noon
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 125
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Claire Chieveley
Website: http://www.clairexxx.co.uk
Phone: 07778124225

The Premises:

A beautifully kept rural retreat a few miles from J13 of the M4 – she gives excellent directions and
the door opens as you step out of the car, parked safely in her car port a yard or two away.

The Lady:

Claire is a mature lady in her 50s – there are some excellent pics and videos on here and
elsewhere so need need for further comment. She ticks all my boxes – a sheer delight! 

The Story:

I have seen Claire several times. Each time I've thought it couldn't get better than this – and next
time it does!
She is warm, friendly, full of fun, up for pretty well anything that you or that dirty mind of hers can
dream up. Mischievous eyes and a wicked grin. She has that rare gift of seeming to know exactly
what you want and ensuring that the time spent beats anything you could have imagined as you
were driving there.
I always set my 'enjoy list' alongside hers so that we appreciate each others preferences but I love
being teased and I don't want the experience to be too predictable. Claire appreciates this and
always comes up with a surprise or two, whether it be what she's wearing, what toys she uses or
what new sensations she introduces. This way each meeting is very special as, one by one, they
extend my boundaries and intensify my pleasure. From the first deep french kiss, through an
exploration of each others bodies to mutual oral and anal play Claire is in a class of her own. This
time it was Nurse Claire examining 'my bits' before slowly stripping and using her Magic Wand to
provide never-to-be forgotten sensations as a prelude to wrapping her lips round me and looking up
at me with that wicked twinkle in her eyes. Tongue in her pussy now, and I'm tasting her juices as
'wet' turns to 'stream' and experiencing once more her famous 'squirt'.
Claire's such good company it's a hell of s struggle to tear yourself away, especially since she is
certainly not a clockwatcher.
I cannot imagine anyone ever being disappointed with the 'Claire experience' –she's 'full marks
every time' as far as I'm concerned - I just wish I lived nearer >>>>>>
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